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We stand on the threshold of a New Year and a New Beginning. Here we are in a
month named after the Roman God Janus, an appropriate personification of the start
of New Year.
The one special thing about the God Janus is he is
two faced. He has a face looking to the past and a
face looking to the future at the same time. That is
why god Janus became the symbol of New Year’s
where, just as we are today, we look at the past and
give thanks for that. We look at the future and
gather our hopes for that. So let me gather up all my
hope together with the opportunities of Young
Scientists Program.
The journey at the beginning of the year by KAP was Industrial & Ecological
Conditions study tour to Karur.
‘A good beginning makes a good ending’
-

PROVERB

With the glories of evening sunset we started our program in Rotary Community Hall,
Nagercoil around 5.30 pm. First of all Varsha invited all the dignitaries on to the dies.
They were.


Mr. Velaian



Rtn. B. Edwinn Jose
- President, Rotary Club of Aasramam
Rtn. MPHF. Vishnuram
- President, Rotary Club of Nagercoil Town
Rtn. S. Chithambaram Pillai,
- Secretary, Rotary Club of Nagercoil Town
Rtn. A. Rajan
- President, Rotary Club of Yarn city Nagercoil
Rtn. M. Chandrababu
- Secretary, Rotary Club of Yarn city Nagercoil
Mrs. Jesitha
- Asst. Governor of Rotary club of Nagercoil
Mr. James Wilson








-

Chairman, MACET College.

The Rotary prayer was conducted by Rtn. Edwinn Jose. Varsha requested Rtn.
Vishnuram to give the welcome address. He said that a student should have self
confidence and should work hard to succeed in life. He advised us that always try to
conserve our environment but before that it has to be done at home first.
Later Varsha spoke about KAP and its importance. She said KAP is an institute which
inculcates students to improve their knowledge on Science & Technology. She said a
tip to toe information about young scientist program 2013-14 right from the selection
process till the last program of coastal tour.
Then she invited Mr. Velaian to give the introductory address. He said that he was
very happy for having lots of supporters from Rotary club and he thanked them for
arranging a wonderful program which is going to be a great start for this study tour.
He mentioned that the secret behind this great start was Mr. Suresh who had asked
Rotary Club for arranging such a program. He then thanked all the three Rotary Clubs
and said Rtn. Rajan is not only the President of Rotary Club of Yarn city Nagercoil but
also an ISRO scientist. He mentioned that in this Industrial study tour we would gain
more information about textile industry.
He mentioned all the supporting organizations for this study tour. They are.






Rotary club
Sabare International-Aryan Industries
Namakkal, IMA
Lord Jagannath College
MACET College.

Then he ended his speech by thanking all the coordinators, consultants, guide
teachers, dignitaries, parents & students.
Later Varsha invited Mr. Rajan to speak few words. He blessed us that we would be
great scientist in future.
Then it was time to present the theme talks. First of all we started our theme talk
with the topic about our study tour i.e. Industrial & Ecological Conditions by Steffy.
1. Steffy - INDUSTRIAL & ECOLOGICAL CONDITIONS
“Industrial revolution was first started by British. The ‘domestic system’, in which
artisans used to work at home with simple tools, were replaced by the ‘factory system’,
which used machines to increase the production of goods. This development influenced
the course of modern world to a great extend & is referred as the start of Industrial

Revolution”, she said. She then mentioned the various industries of K.K. District such
as cashew industry, textile industry, food industry, chemical industry etc. She told
that these industries led to deforestation in the state, not only deforestation but also
cause water pollution, land pollution, air pollution etc.
She later mentioned that industries are even useful to us as they make our work
easier. She mainly stressed on the pollution caused by the industries. Finally she told
that industries are either boom or bane to us.

2. Rujan – LIFE STYLE OF COSTAL PEOPLE (Tamil)
He mentioned that the ocean is very large and there is no chance they get destroyed,
but they may lose the marine resources. The thing ever seen was that the fishers die
due to diseases caused by the radiation in the soil, one of them is cancer. However the
government does not take any actions for these critical conditions of coastal people.
He later said “However the fishers suffer they didn’t leave their job, yet they have
another job, since they do it for all who eat marine lives as their food”. He ended his
speech with these wonderful words that made us think for a while.
Then Varsha invited Achsah for an overview of the last study tour to coastal areas.
3. Anisha – ESTURIES OF K.K DISTRICT
A place where a river and a sea meet is called an ‘estuary’. This is the place where the
fishes lay their eggs and hatch them. So this place is referred as good fishing area,
she said. She even mentioned an example in Thankapatinam a spot where the Arabian
Sea & the Thamarabarani River meet.
4. Ethazl Sherin – AIR WE BREATHE
She started her speech by raising the question “Why do we need air?” And she
answered herself that we need air to breathe. She said air has
 Nitrogen -78.08%


Oxygen – 20.94%



Carbon dioxide – 0.03%.

She said a brief account of information about the respiratory system of our body.

1.

Nose

:

We breathe in air with our nose

2.

Nasal cavity

:

Joins the nose to the rest of the respiratory system.

3.

Trachea

:

A tube that allows air to pass from the nose down to the
chest.

4.

Bronchi

:

2 branches of tube at the end of trachea which connects
to the lungs.

5.

Bronchioles

:

The 2 branches divide into number at tubes called
bronchioles inside the lungs.

6.

Lungs

:

2 spongy organs which are the main organs of respiratory
system. It helps in the diffusion of carbon dioxide and
oxygen.

7.

Alveoli

:

Each bronchiole ends in a tiny air sac called alveolus. They
are covered with fine network of capillaries, so gases can
move from the alveoli into the blood and back.

After the speech on ‘air we breathe’, Varsha requested Mr. James Wilson for the
felicitation. He first of all thanked Rotary Club for all the arrangements and for the
interest that they had shown. He later said that all of us should be lucky to go for
such program that is industrial study which students usually don’t get a chance except
research scholars, said Dr. James Wilson. In a fine manner be ended his speech by
saying good wishes to all of us.
Thank you is the finest word in English dictionary so far. With great thankfulness we
ended the program with Blessy’s vote of thanks. Later we had our Dinner and got
prepared for a long journey in bus.
We got into the bus after preparing our self and started our journey.Though it was
dark, I was able to see great structures of buildings. I even came through many
factories among these, the structure that put my mouth open was the mega Ramco
Cement factory.
‘Start everyday with a good thought to have a good day’
We reached Sabare International by 4.30 am. There we went to our hostel and
had a cat nap. And then we woke up & got ready for the day’s program.
After all of our mini adventure in hostel it was already 7.35am. Then we had our
breakfast and all of us gathered together with all the guide teachers,

Mr. Velaian, coordinators, consultants and students for a short meet. Along with us
there was a new member that is Dr. Krishna Raj who is an ISRO Medical officer.
There all the other students who did not get the chance to present the theme talk
were given chances but Praison of Maroon team was asked to give the welcome speech.
1. Varsha – SACRED GROOVES
‘Sacred grooves’ represent a diverse spectrum of ecosystem and are rich in
biodiversity. She even mentioned few places where sacred grooves in India were
found. They were in Meghalaya, Nagoni in Himalayas, West Bengal, Karnataka etc… She
said that there were 50 varieties of rare plants in Meghalaya. She then said in K.K.
Dist sacred groove are found in Akasthipuram. She later ended her speech by saying
‘the sacred grooves are getting destroyed day by day due to urbanization so let’s try
to stop destroying our nature’.
2. Dawnlyn Lal – RESERVOIRS AND WATER RESOURCES IN K.K DISTRICT
He mentioned the two types of resources. They are surface water resource and
underground water resources. He said lakes, rivers, ponds are better examples
surface water resources and ground water can be taken through open wells or bore
wells. He later said that river Thamarabarani, Pazayaaru are best examples of surface
water resources in K.K. Dist. He then said that Pazayaaru flows for 30km from
Surulacode to Manacudi and Pannivaaikal flows for 13km from Neduga to
Rajakkamangalam.
After Dawnlyn Lal’s speech Miss. Livee who is our former young scientist was asked to
give suggestions on the speech of our young scientist. The main thing she stressed on
her suggestions was that no students understood their topics very well and she even
appreciated Dawnlyn Lal for his informative speech. Later few students were asked
give suggestion then to teachers. Right from the students till the teachers all of them
were very well satisfied with Dawnlyn Lal’s speech so he was the star among all of us
for the day.
After this meet all of us walked to the Looming Section by 9.30 am. There we were
guided by few teachers. They are.


Mr. Senthil



Mrs. Barathi



Mr. Ganesh

Mr. Senthil guided our team and Red team. He explained us the complete looming
process in detail.
1. YARN SECTION

The place where the yarns will be stored is called as yarn section. And the raw
material of a yarn is cotton. Yarns are often measured in Kilogram (kg). Counts of yarn
can vary from 2 to 330 kg counts. The yarn that Mr. Senthil had shown, had the count
of 74. A lesser count represents a thinker yarn and vice versa.
The Yarn that is used in clothes that sell in markets has a count of 40’s, 60’s and 80’s,
40’s for pants and 80’s for shirts. We can get yarn in 2 shapes of cone; they are
cheese cone and cylindrical cone. When yarns are used for stitching clothes they are
stitched in cress- cross manner so they form a stronger cloth without any holes a
horizontal moving yarn is called as weft and vertical is called as warp.
2. WARPING MACHINE
A warping machine rewinds the yarn and sends it to a beam. The beam that is filled
with yarn is called as loaded beam and the beam that is unloaded is called as empty
beam. 1 beam can hold 190cm of yarn, for small ones the width of fabric in 70-73
inches while for big ones its 130 inches.
3. SIZING
The process of adding starch to warp yarn is called as sizing. When the yarn is passed
from one beam to other the yarn in given starch so they become stronger.
4. DRAWING
The process of adding colour and designs to the yarn is called as drawing.
5. WEAVING MACHINE
There were 2 company machines used in this factory one is Leonardo Varmatex and
the other one is Sulzer. The industry had 64 weaving machines. The specifications of
weaving machines are Size and RPM (Revolution per minute). For 190cm fabric they use
1 bean and for 360cm of fabric they use 2 beams. Varmatex machines tape the weft
yarn and interlace with the warp. Sulzer machines use projectile and there are even
air jet and water jet in Sulzer machines. A Sulzer machine will bind the sides of the
fabric but Varmatex doesn’t. The machines even have indication lights. They are:
Machine problem

-

White

Electricity

-

Orange (always blinks)

Weft problem

-

Green

Warp problem

-

Red

Weaving means interlace of yarn for making fabric. A fabric can be non weaving fabric
or weaving fabric. There are four methods of weaving they are:

1. Plain weaving
2. Drill weaving
3. Jaquard weaving
4. Dobby weaving.
6. CHECKING MACHINE
It is a machine that is used to see
whether there is any sort of damage
in the fabric, such as holes or
patches. First of all the fabric roll will be fixed to the machine and the fabric is
displayed above bright light and then checked. Lens can be used to see the zoomed
view of the fabric.
7. FOLDING MACHINE
It is the machine that folds the fabric after checking.
8. WEAR HOUSE
It is the place where the fabrics are stored until selling. The lens is even used to find
the number of warp and weft so that the fabric can be determined for weaving. A
fabric can be a mixture of cotton & polyester or cotton and nylon etc….
Later we went to Cotton Production Section. There we met Mr. Senthil Raj who was
going to demonstrate us about the cotton production process.
The raw material used in fiber is poleward. The polyester which is warded is called a
poleward. Fiber is used between blankets, cap, coat etc. The fiber is measured in GSM
(Grams per Square). The GSM can vary according to the customer. If we take 60g of
fiber, the output after heating would be only 1fiber sheet. We get fiber by grinding
waste plastic bottles. The industry buys fiber from Reliance Company, 1kg cost Rs. 110.
Before the process the fiber is opened up and will be put in layers, one layer with
fiber and the other with melting fiber, in the same way it will be put layer by layer. If
there is 90% of fiber then 10% would be melting fiber. The use of melting fibers is
that they will melt will the fiber and gives the fiber a perfect shape during output.
The fiber should be opened up or else they will form think clutters so the output will
be in uneven shape.
1. PRE - OPENER
The layered fiber will be put in pre - opener, the melting fiber should be added at
least for 10-30%.

2. MIXER
It mixes the fiber and melting fiber evenly.
3. CARDING MACHINE
Here the machine compresses the fiber and sends it throw a thorny belt so that the
fiber would be opened up much more.
4. GROSS
Later the fiber will be send through a conveyer belt. There the fiber will be given a
width as asked by the customer.
5. BOILER
The boiler which is found at the back of the industry, uses tree trunks for boiling. The
wood is put inside a burner. The heat produced by the burning wood heats the oil in
the tank. The tank may burst when the oil is over heated. The oil is kept in pipes inside
the tank and the vapors produced by the heated oil is send through valves to the oven.
The boiler only needs to change its oil every 8 or 9 years.
Always there should be a person to look after the boiler.
6. OVEN
Finally the fiber is send to the oven and the heat from the boiler heats the oven. So
that the fiber melts along with melting fiber and are compressed into bonding sheets.
7. ROLLING OF FIBER
Then the sheets are left to cool down and will be winded into rolls.
8. PACKING
Later the rolls of fiber will to packed in covers and the air is pulled out will the use of
vacuum. And then it is covered will a white cover called Kithan cover. But before
packing the quality will be checked.
Then we had our lunch and went to the Home division. There we met Mrs. Priya who is
the Investary Incharge of the section and the quality maintainer is Mrs. Vanitha .
The fabrics are bought by seller’s requirements. Each order will be more than
thousand. Packing, designs etc, and everything is buyer’s requirements. The buyer will
be charged for each material and the requirements needed to make the material. All
materials are mostly exported to USA and China. They are exported through Harbors
in Chennai and Cochin

1. FABRIC
The required fabric is bought from the industry.
2. CHECKING
The fabric will be checked perfectly before cutting. If there is any damage the fabric
will be sent back to the industry.
3. CUTTING
The fabric is first of all taken to the cutting table. Usually the fabric will be cut in
circle with a help of the sample shaped cardboard.
4. STICHING
Later the fabric is sending for stitching according to the way that the buyers had
requested. After stitching they will paste stickers or designs if required.
5. CHECKING
The Stitched fabric will be checked. If there any mistake then the material will be
corrected.
6. WASHING
The material will be washed.
7. IRONING
Later material will be ironed properly.
8. PACKING
The finished material will be packed. E.g. one bed set may contain 1bed spread, 1 cover,
2 pillow covers.
9. NEEDLE DETECTION
Finally the packed material will be passed through a machine called needle detector.
The machine actually detects any metal io the packing.
10. PACKING
Then the whole materials will be packed in boxes. One box will contain 10 pieces.
Later we went to Embroidery section. The machines used were non-weaving machines.
They were completely automatic and the section had 8 machines.

After that we went to Banian section. The banian factory is the biggest banian factory
after the factory in Tirupur. There we met Mr. Sudharam who is the quality manager.

1. SAMPLE STITCHING
First they will stitch the sample and according to the buyer’s requirements and send a
sample photo to the buyer. If the sample or the material was fine to the buyer the
factory will start production of the material. Sample can be of three types. They are:
Developed Sample
Pit Sample
(PPS) Pre-Production Sample
2. FOUR-POINT SYSTEM (fabric inspection)
Here they reduce points according to the defects in the material.


0 to 3 inches

=

-1 paint



8.1 to 6 inches

=

- 2 paints



Holes

=

-5 paints



Stains

=

-5 and above paints

3. CUTTING
Before cutting the fabric let for 8 hrs relaxation. Then they will cut the cloth
accurately in shape. Later the cut cloth will be checked.
4. STITCHING
Later they will stitch the cloth. Along with it they will take care of the availability of
Vascare label, Main label, Zik Zak output do.
5. CHECKING
Later it will be checked to whether the product has any mistake.
6. WASHING
Then they will wash the wash.
7. IRONING

Later they will Iron
8. PACKING
They will pack the material according to the buyers requirement.
9. CHECKING
Finally they will check the overall quality.
After our visit in the industry we went to have a tea break and assembled in a hall.
There the dignitaries were:


Mr. Velaian



Mr. Senthil



Mr. Benzigar



Mr. John Ravi Kumar



Mr. Edwin Gladson



Mr. Edwin Sam

At first Mr. Benzigar Rajan gave a short talk on Industrial and Ecological condition.
He said in TN there are 30 dist and one among them is Karur. The main river in Karur
is Amaravathi. Karur is commonly known as Industrial town.
He said Karur doesn’t have any forest, oceans but it is famous for fiber mats.
He even said few sources of engineering. They were:


Civil engineering - Building



Mechanical engineering – Machines



Electrical engineering – electric supply



Safety engineering – Fire exit

He said at first Manchester in UK is the most famous fabric company in the world but
now it is Milan in Italy. He even said Mumbai is known as the Manchester of India while
in TN it is Tirupur. The later said Milon is famous for its shirts and pants. He then
said Kanchipuram is famous for its Pattu Sarees
Later Dr. Edwin Gladson gave a short speech about his commands of the day. He
advised us reduce giving speech globally and start speaking about our locality. After

Dr. Edwin Gladson, Mr. Senthil Nathan spoke. He did not speak much he just wished us
‘All the best for your future’.

Then few of us were asked to speak on any process that we saw that day.


Varsha – Quality Controller



Ethazl – Cotton production



Rujan – Home division



Blessy – Yarning section



Fathima - Embroidery.

Then we completed our meet by 5:30 P.M. and returned to our hostel for a break. And
later by 6:30p.m we had our cultural section and finished it by 9:00pm and had dinner
went for a night nap.

En i y a v a i

I n t t u!

Will the brightness of early sunlight we started on day 3. Morning by 6:30 am we had a
short meet about health with Dr. Krishna Raj.
Later we had our breakfast and departed from Sabare international. Before departing
we thanked all the people over there who had given us better hospitality over there.
Next we started travelling to Kuzhithalai – Panikampatti. There we went to a farm
belonging to Mr. Gopalakrishnan.
There we saw a large turmeric farm. There we even saw a large pile of compost. Then
Mr. Edwin Gladson said the botanical name at ladies finger – Abelmoschus Esculantus.
Then he mentioned few names of the rare plants over there; They are
Calatropus

– used as manure

Tridox

- used for injury

Amman Pacharisi

– Vallai Charanai

Arukampul

– Blood Purities

Kaluuruki

– Kidney stone

Kupaikirai

– edible

Goose burry leaves

– hair lice

Later we just came around the farm by that time Mr. Velaian said a quote in Tamil.
Adi Manuku
Nadu Matuku
Nuni Vituku
Then we met Mr. Gopalakrishnan. He started his speech by boosting us with his
attractive speech. He said farming is followed by his past generations till now.
He said us a wonderful fact that is 1 pair of rat can produce 7,28,00 rats a year, a rat
produce 18 children every 28 days.
He said we should not kill any living being because it may cause a great problem in its
food chain. Then he said owl can eat 4 to 6 rats, while a snake can eat 15 rats. He later
said that forest department made a strikt rule that we should not kill snakes.
He later showed a very sad thing that bought a great sourness into our minds that was
an earthworm died because of sprinkling salt on it. Later he asked us to imagine about
we people who us to spray chemical fertilizers on the soil. He said earthworm is a best
decomposer for the soil. It was once referred as farmers friend but now it is entirely
different. He then advised us that we should always prefer organic materials for
farming.
He later showed us how to compost biodegradable materials are done there.
1layer – tree trunks and barks
2 layer – black gram waste
3 layer – gingerly
4 layer –leaves that shed from trees
5 layer – cow dung
He said while decomposing takes place for 40 days, we should sprinkle some water over
it twice a week. He then said hair can also be used as a compost.
He later took use to a shed which had piles of vermicompost. As we all know
vermicompost is process of composing using various earthworms. He said that in India
there are 564 varieties of earthworms. He then said vermicompost have 3 layers.
They are:
Top layer

Middle layer
Lower layer
Then he explained us the process of vermicompost.
TOP LAYER
In the top layer we can find earthworms called Eudrilus and Eugenin which belong to
the African variety. These worms which are of 1g can eat up to 5gram. And then it
excretes.
BOTTOM LAYER
In the bottom layer we can find an earthworm called Lobister which belongs to India.
This worm which is of 1g can only eat for ½ g.
He then said that when he was about to grow earthworms in his farm in 1992. He went
to Annamalai University to get some earthworms but the institute was not ready to
give him few worms. So he waited in the university for the whole day, by feeling pity
the institute gave him few earthworms. And today he is producing lots and lots of
worms which could even be selled to abroad.
Later he showed the earthworms. He said the Indian worms have green head and the
African worms which he had said already glow in violet colour when they are showed in
bright sunlight. He then raised a question that who among use is ready to take these
worms in hand? One of the brave girls among us came and took the worms. The brave
girl was Lexshimi.
After that all of us sat together under a mango tree. There we discussed how to make
organic fertilizers. Few of them were:
AMIRTHA KARASAL
THINGS NEEDED:
 Cow dung – 30kg
 Cow urine – 10 l
 Water – 180 l
 Jiggery – ½ - 1kg
PROCEDURE:
 Stir all the materials

 Keep the mixture in shadow for 24 hours
 This can be mixed with the water that is used for irrigation if needed or can be
directly can be used for plants.
NOTE: This mixture must be used within 3 days
FISH MIXED SOLUTION
THINGS NEEDED:
 Waste of fish – 1kg
 Jiggery – 1kg
PROCEDURE:
 Mix the fish and jiggery and store it in an air tight container.
 Stir the mixture once in every 2 days. It may sting very badly like a rotten fish.
 On the 20th day the mixture will lose the bad smell and then it can be used in
agriculture.
LEMON EGG SOLUTION
THINGS NEEDED:
 Lemon – 20
 Egg – 10
 Jiggery -1/2 kg
 Container – 5 l
PROCDURE:
 In the container keep all the eggs and squse it
 Keep the mixture for 10 days
 After 10 days the egg will be as hard as a hardboiled egg. Then add jiggery and
stir it.
 Again store the mixture for 10 days
 After 20 days the mixture will be ready.
Later Mr.Gopalakrishnan said us few of his achievements.



Nammalvar visited his farm in the year 1995



He visited Rastrapathi Bhavan to meet our former president Dr.APJ Abdul Kalam.



Few of his ideas about vermicompost were published in a Malaysian article.

Then Mr.Velaian introduced us a new personality from IMA Kuzhithalai, Dr.Ramesh.
Mr.Velaian then requested Achsah to say the feedback.
Then we had lunch. Again all of us assembled under the same tree. We met another
doctor from IMA Kuzhithalai called Dr.Ramesh and his family. Then Steffy requested
Dr.Ramesh to speak few words. He completed his speech in very short by appreciating
us and wishing us a bright future.
Then we got into the bus and started travelling to Nammakal but before that we went
to a farm belonging to Mr.Ramaswamy to learn about sericulture. The method growing
of silkworms for silk is called sericulture. Before seeing the silkworms he got
introduced to us. He said us that he was actually a lawyer but is taking care of this
farm instead of his father since he was sick.
Then we went inside a hut and inside the hut had silkworms so he asked us to remain
quiet. Team wise we went inside the room had saw the worms. He then said us few
information. First of all he said that the car tires use silk since they help them to
overcome heat. He then showed the sprinklers that were used outside the hut there
were sprinklers which were used cool down the hut since the worms need a room
temperature of 22 – 28 degree.
He later said that India is the only country where the sun rises and at sets by 6’clock.
He said us that we people believe diabetes is a hereditary disease but they are caused
by the increase in sugar in our blood. He then said the main cause of increase in sugar
is too much of intake of rice which the outer covering is taken out.
He then said us about BT Brinjal. He then said these brinjal are produced by using the
genes from frog and crocodile. Then he told these brinjals are not allowed to sell in
Indian markets by the Americans but these brinjals were allowed to sell in our
neihbouring countries. He said these brinjals have not bought any causes to people yet
but more causes can be expected. The drawback of this BT Brinjal is that the seeds
from these brinjals cannot be used by the farmers again so that they will have to
depend on sellers so this brings a great profit to the company. In the same way there
are BT Cotton and BT Tomato and BT Cotton is available in India.
Then he explained us about the sericulture. He said that the silkworms here are in
their last stage that is cocoon making stage. He said us that they had used mulberry
leaves as the food for silkworms. He then said that 2 acres of mulberry plant can give
us 10 tons of leaves in 45 days. Then he said 1 cocoon will give us 1-3km of silk. In

other states a silkworm are selled by private companies and in Tamil Nadu in it is
selled by the government. He then said silkworm was first introduced in China. He
later said that 1kg of silkworm cost Rs.540 and the place where the egg of silkworm is
made to hatch is called a jokey center.
By then it was already 3:15pm so we had to rush to our bus since we were already late
to go to Nammakal but before that Varsha said the feedback and vote of thanks.
Then we got into our bus and started travelling. Mr.Velaian already said us that we will
be meeting IMA doctors that evening but we don’t know where the program is going to
be held. All of us were in great expectations. On our way of travel we saw a cycle race
and we continued our travel.
Suddenly we reached near a Hotel called Nala by 4:45. And the gate had a flex of IMA
Nammakal. At that time we all were in great excitement because this was our first
program which was held in a grant hotel, we usually had our programs in schools,
colleges and institutions.
First of all we entered into a huge meeting hall which was so gorgeous and it had air
conditioners which gave us a relaxing feeling, yet I was so nervous since this was my
first time of compeering a program that too in front of great personalities. The same
way I was very proud to see the women doctors belonging to IMA – Women’s
association.
Itharkkuthaan Aasaipatten
The meeting was started by 5:30pm. Miss. Livee who is our former young scientist and
myself were compeering the program that evening. We started the program with the
IMA prayer which was presented by Dr.Hemalatha.
The dignitaries on the stage were:
Dr.Malliga Kulandaivel
- President of Indian Medical Association, Nammakal
Dr.Umamaheshwari
- Secretary of Indian Medical Association, Nammakal
Dr.Hemalatha
- Finance Secretary of Indian Medical Association, Nammakal
Mr.Velaian
Mr.John Rabi Kumar

Dr.Edwin Gladson
Dr.Krishnaraj
First of all Dr.Umamaheshwari gave the welcome speech. She started her speech with
a warm welcome. She said it’s our concern to take care o industrial pollution and said
we should have these habits within use and then starts to correct the society. She
ended her speech by saying “children are the opening eyes of elders”.
Then Mr.Velaian gave the introductory speech. He said he was very happy in getting
such a good hospitality. He then welcomed Dr.Vijayakumar the president of IMA,
Nammakal. He then introduced all the guide teachers, consultants and coordinators.
He later said all the activities of KAP in short. Finally he ended his speech by thanking
IMA.
Then Varsha of Maroon Team was called out to speak about the activities of KAP. She
said KAP is a Non-Governmental Organization (NGO). She said KAP was started in the
year 2003. Each year had its own theme topic. Few of them were:
2008 – Climatic Changes
2009 – Planet Earth
2010 – Water resources
2011 – Water and Life
2012 – Food and Agriculture
2013 – Nurture Nature
Later she said a package of details about the present years KAP activities right from
the selection process till the present program.
Then Steffy spoke on the theme Industrial and Ecological Conditions which was
already presented at the beginning of our study tour (Rotary Club).
After Steffy speech Achsah spoke on the topic Love Forest. She said forest is a
cradle of human civilization and forest is known as the lungs of the earth. ‘30% of this
world is forest and the, main sources of forest is wood, sandal wood, medicines etc….
But these trees are been increasingly cut down to people’s greed towards very high
income’, she said.
India is the words biggest forested area and these forests contain the famous Asian
lions and elephants. 17.69% of Tamil Nadu is covered by forests and these forests are
more than 75 years old. Finally she ended her speech by saying let’s all bring
awareness to the people and save our forests.

Then it was time for Dawnlyn Lal to present his theme talk on the topic Reservoirs and
water resources which was already presented in Aryan Industry.
Later John Rabi Kumar sir spoke on the topic soil erosion. Before he started his
speech he thanked the IMA of Nammakal. He said about the textile industry that we
had visited already and then he said industries are necessary for our nation because
they serve the needs of the growing population in the country. His speech mainly
stressed about destruction on nature and soil. We destroy the fertility of our soil by
using chemical fertilizers such as pesticides not only the fertility of the soil but also
the micro organisms.
Then a short talk was given on the topic The Present Conditions of Forests in K.K
District by Dr.Edwin Gladson. He stared his speech with warm greetings. He said
Kanyakumari is famous for its ecosystem and its rare species. “The forest in
Kanyakumari District have a variety of animals like elephants, Indian giant squirrel ,
Indian leap squirrel etc… but most of these species are endangered now due to hunting
and deforestation”, he said. He ended his speech by saying ‘use the opportunities of
KAP and nurture nature’.
Then Ethazl gave a speech on the topic Air we breathe which was already presented in
Rotary Community hall.
Later Dr.Hemalatha was requested to give the Felisitation. She said this program was
her first and a different experience she had ever before. She then said pollution is
caused by we people and we are the ones who should make changes for these causes by
our self. She said once Nammakal was drained with pollution but now this place has
transformed into a clean place.
Then Dr.Malliga Kulandaivel was invited to give the presidential address. She
completed her speech in short. She said that she was very proud of this program and
then she said that because of us students whole India may change. She winded her
speech by wishing all of a successful future.
Later Dr.Kulandaival was invited to give the felicitation. He said children are changing
nowadays even in their language. He said us a short example, that is:
On day Gandhi went to Rajaji’s house that time he noticed that Rajaji’s son was always
speaking in English. Then one day Gandhi wrote a letter to Rajaji requesting his son to
speak in his mother tongue.
His speech mainly stressed on the importance of mother tongue. He ended his speech
by requesting all of us to speak in Tamil.

To prove our ability Mr.Velaian asked Steffy to give the feedback of this section in
Tamil. Steffy ended her speech by challenging that she is even capable to speak in
Tamil and she said that all of us definitely can speak in good Tamil.
Finally we came to the end of the program. We ended our program by Mr. Johnson’s
attractive Vote of thanks.
Then we had our delightful dinner and departed from the hotel by thanking all the
doctors. Then we stared travelling back to our home.
“As I said in the earlier, a good beginning makes a good ending, what I said was
true, we really had a very good ending for this study tour”.
Thank you!

5.V.Jeya Varshini
Red team
Day:1 (17-01-2014, Friday Evening)
I arrived Marthandam near Dhasaiya Mandapam at 3.30 pm. Bus came and picked
up us at 4.10 pm. We reached Rotary club centre at 5.15 pm. Already some students
from Nagercoil sat in the hall of Rotary club centre. The programme began at 5.35 pm.
Varsha from Maroon team compeered the programme. She invited all the
dignitaries on the dais. Mr.Edwin Jose sung the rotary club prayer. Mr.Vishnu Ram
welcomed the gatherings. In his welcome address, he appreciated KAP’s organizer, the
member of KAP and all the young scientists for creating awareness to save nature.
Varsha from maroon group gave a short account on the selection process, activities of
KAP’ and trainings given by ‘KAP’
Mr. Velain gave the inaugural address. He also explained briefly about the
selection process and activities of ‘KAP’ and trainings given by ‘KAP’. He told that this
tour is the study about industrial and ecological conditions. He said the programmes
done by ‘KAP’ will published as a book of 360 pages and the young scientist will
present it in the university. He thanked all the great personalities.
Mr. Rajan gave presidential address. He wished us to become great scientists in
coming future.
Steffy from red team talked about industrial and ecological conditions.
Industrialization cause air pollution and global warming. Industrialization affects
water and soil. The wastage released from industries to rivers cause pollution in
waters. The people who consume this water were affected by many diseases. It
affects fertility of soil and causes soil erosion. It is suggested to use treatment
plants in the industries. Industrialization causes imbalance in nature.

Rhujan from Yellow team presented about the life style of coasted people.
Without hard work people couldn’t to fishing. Fishing is considered as one of the
difficult works. The coastal people were depending on the coastal resources got from
seas. Fisherman’s one day salary will be Rs.25-Rs.400. They have to solve all the
problems by this low salary. He concluded that we should help the fishermen .
Achshah detailed about coastal environmental tour held at 2-12-2013 and 2912-2013 from Neerodi to Vattakkottai. Our programme began at SIGMA college,
Moododu. Mr.P.P.K.Sindhu Kumar is our chief guest. Then we went to St.Michael
School. There we had an interactive with the students. We also saw ice plant. In
patriotics club Mr. Robert Kumar gave a speech on “Appreciate guidance”. After our
meeting we went to parthasarthy temple. Mr. Thangarasu gave an account on History
of Parthasarathy temple. Er.Benzigar Rajan explained about the estuary of
Thengapattanam near Thengapattanam beach. We had an interactive session with John
Britto about Thengapatnam beach in his house. We conducted cultural programme in
Analagam hostel. We stayed in the hostel at night. Next day, we went to Kodimunai
School. Mr.Rajan told about the life style of the Kodimunai people. We got chance to
meet Colachel municipal officer. We went to Rajakamangalam we had our meals in
Chothavilai. There Mr.Mangavilai T.Rajendran talked about “Appreciate creating”. We
travelled to Vattakkottai. On the way we saw mangroves. Vattakkottai is our ending
section. We said feedbacks and opinions.
Varsha from maroon team told that in the Achsha’s view she forgot to say two
places visited by us. They were Kadiapatnam and Muttam.
Jeshwini from Green team briefed about pollution in Palayar river. There are
three main rivers in Kanyakumari district were Palayar, Valliyar and
Thamirabarani.Palayar is one of the most polluted rivers. The river is polluted by
sewages. It causes diseas like Malaria and Dengue. According to the water cleaning act
of 1986 sewages were not allowed to enter in water bodies. The people who were
consuming palayar river water affected mainly by skin cancer. The best way to prevent
Palayar river is to create awareness among people.
Anisha from Maroon team gave a small talk on estuaries in K.K.District. Estuary
is the place where rivers reach the sea. It was once well maintained. Now it is very
badly polluted. Pollution is largely due to human beings. So, we should prevent
Estuaries from pollution.
Annlin Jino from Maroon team gave a talk on House hold articles. Farming is
decreasing due to monsoon. Government should support to develop agriculture. New
machines should be encouraged for farming. We should prevent the use of machines in
farming. Without farming we cannot get food.
Meera R.Kathiresh from blue team gave an account on organic farming of
scientist. Nammalvar. He was born in 1938. He was very famous though he was very
simple. He started Kodumbam in the year 1978. He wrote a lot of books about organic
farming. He died on 13 December 1913.

Joshika Raj from red team gave an information about the condition of
biodiversity in KK district. Many species were destroyed due to over population,
radiation of cell phone tower, pollution in water bodies and deforestation. Now-a-days
people are planting rubber trees. Rubber tree is the enemy of bio diversity. So
preserve the habitats in K.K.district.
Mrs. Jessinda Dharma felicitated the gatherings. She appreciated our
presentation reports. The way we presented the report is really marvellous. We should
work hard with real enthusiasm. We should continue to do our best.
Lekshmi from Yellow team viewed about conservation of coastal environment.
Coastal provides us food. Industrial waste enter into the sea causing pollution. We
should spread awareness among people. Tourists should not be allowed to throw wastes
like plastics in sea. Preserve the sea and protect yourself.
Annlin Jenefa from yellow team talked a few words about multiple uses of
palmyra tree. First, many palm trees were seen in India. Now-a-days palmyra trees are
decreasing. Palmyra tree gives us palm Jaggary. It has calcium and vitamins. She said
please protect palmyra tree.
Ashwin Niranjan from maroon team gave a talk on conservation of soil. Soil is
the uppermost layer of the earth where plant grows. Plants depend directly upon the
soil for growing. He mentioned a quote “A nation destroys the topsoil destroys itself”.
Soil erosion is caused mainly due to the pesticides used for agriculture. Soil Erosion
decrease the fertility of soil. He instructed us to “plant more trees”.
Dr.James Wilson thanked the Rotary club for providing meals and space to
conduct the programme. He told forests were being destroyed and the paddy fields
were changing into buildings. We should prevent the forests. Observation should be
written in our report.
Ethazh Sherin Joseph from Red team gave informative talk on air we breathe.
Air is important of for our life. Air is a mixture of gases. Without air we can do
nothing. We humans inhale oxygen and leave carbon dioxide. We breathe air has
chemicals. The smoke released from industries cause air pollution. She told “Quit
smoking and prevent yourself”.
. Blessy from maroon team gave vote of thanks. The programme ended at 6.54
pm.
We had our dinner. We went to change our dress. After that, we travelled on
the bus to Karur. On the way van stopped at Annai Velankanni Church for interval. We
slept in the van.
Day 2. (18-01-2014, Saturday)
We reached Aryan Guest house at 3.35 am. We slept there. The members who
were in my hall woke up before 6.10 am. We refreshed ourselves. We had our
breakfast in the canteen.
General meeting was conducted at 8.10 am. Prizen gave welcome address.

Bibisha from gGeen team talked about wildlife in K.K.District. There are 14
types of foress. She mentioned only two types of forest. They were Mangrove forests
and Evergreen forests. Forest is the place where many creatures live. Habitats in
forests were decreasing due to hunting.
Jeneba from Green team detailed about “Preventing Domestic animals”. We
should keep domestic animals clean. Domestic animals were affected by many diseases.
Now-a-days domestic animals were not growing in many houses. So, “Lets grow one
domestic animals in house”.
Krishnaveni from blue team gave a talk on kitchen garden. Kitchen garden
reduces the income. We should use natural manner for growing kitchen garden. She
forgot the nest points. Mr. Velaian told her to go and sit.
Scottlin from Maroon team briefed about “Mangrove lands to be protected”.
Mangrove lands were affecting due to dumping the garbages. Now-a-days Mangrove
lands are polluting. It leads to soil erosion. Soil erosion decreases the fertility of soil.
Blessy told about “fy;FthhpfshFk; fd;dpahFkhp” Nature was protectd in olden
days. Now it is being destroyed. Mr. Velaian told her that the preparation is not
enough.
Varsha from maroon team gave informative talk on sacred groves. It is the place
where endangered plants, medicinal plants and epidermis plants were preserved. Many
types of groves were destroyed. Groves are on the old plantation of god.
Nidhya from Red team said about Kodhaiyar and irrigation. Kodhaiyar started
from Muthukuzhi. It is useful to people for irrigation. She couldn’t tell other points.
Mr.Velaian told to sit in the place.
Shanu from Red team explained about preventing AVM canal from polluting.
AVM stand for Ananda Victoria Marthanda Varman canal. It starts from Mondaikadu
and ends at Cochin. AVM canal is polluted due to dumping of garbage.
I presented my topic “Endangered birds.The endangered birds are those which
are likely to be extinct. It’s our duty to preserve birds. The birds were helpful to
develop forests. We can educate the people who were still hunting by following ancient
practices.
Varsha from Red team gave a talk about Tourist places to be protected. Tourist
places are filled with garbage in Kanyakumari district. We should make the tourist
places clean. She started thinking about next line. Mr.Velaian told her t that she had
not prepared properly.
Darshini from blue presented views on water resources. She started her view by
“ePhpd;wp mikahJ cyF” . Water is used for all living beings in many ways. She told a
meaningful Thirukkural. That is
“g[we;J}a;ik ePuhy; mika[k; mfe;J}a;ik
tha;ikapdhy; fhzg;gLk;.”
Dawn Lal from blue team gave an informative talk on Reservoirs and resources in
K.K.District. He told there are many reservoirs in Tamil Nadu when comparing to

other states in India. The famous reservoirs were Pechiparai, Perinchani, Chitar and
Mamba in K.K.District. Pechiparai was built at 1896 by a European. Perinchani is about
2890 million cubic feet. Chitar is about 600 million cub feet. Mamba is about 45.54
million cubic feet. Reservoirs are meant manly for irrigation.
Jini talked a few words about preserving coastal areas. Coastal areas are
polluted due to human negligence. She forgot some points . Mr.Velaian asked her to
prepare well in future.
Amritya Nishalini gave an account of the decreasing areas of agriculture.
She told a Thirukkural.
“cHtd; nrw;wpy; fhy; itj;jhy;jhd;
ehk; nrhw;wpy; if itf;f Koa[k;”
We get food due to agriculture
Nishika from Yellow team detailed about Disaster Management in coastal area.
Natural protector for coastal area is Mangroves, Sand dunes and coral reefs. Many
Mangroves were destroyed for fuel. Sand dunes were used in industries and coral
reefs were destroyed nearly 93 countries. We should create public awareness.
Selvi. Livee, young scientist of 2012-2013 told about our performance.
Everybody did well. But, we should concentrate largely about K.K.District.
. All did well but they couldn’t speak like research student. It is like memorizing.
We should give more importance to Kanyakumari District when researching.
Achshah from Green team told that we should show some gestures. It will
attract the audience. Most of them spoke generally and from memory.. Some of them
couldn’t complete the speech properly.
Jeshwini from Green team said that we should talk in correct way. The talk
should be a little more louder. It should be research- oriented.
Fathima Harshima told that they have talked like just copied from net and book.
We should research about our district. We should talk confidently & properly.
Miss.Juliet Mary said all were prepared well. We should take more effort. All
should note the suggestions. We should create new ideas.
Er. Krishna Raj told that while talking Kanyakumari should be added. He
appreciated all of us.
Mr. John Rabi Kumar told basic research data collected should be a little more
comprehensive. 20% should be researched globally. 80% should be about about
Kanyakumari district. It is an opportunity which cannot be got again.
Mr. Benzigar Rajan said we have to improve a lot. We should understand and talk
more clearly.
Mr. Edwin Sam informed the systematic way of analyzing presentation. We
should collect more information. We should mention the earlier situation and then the
present condition of Kanyakumari district. The programme ended at 9.35 am.
We went to Looms section at 9.40 am. Mr. Senthil Nathan explained about
production of weaving. Waving house is the material storage location for cloth. Based

on raw material the clothes were stored. The different types of weaving were plain
weave, Drill weave, Jaghat and Drobby. The yarn were divided into cotton yarn and
polygon yarn on the basis of raw material. They manufactured materials to other
countries.
We came to yarn section at 10.48 am. Mr. Senthilnathan briefed about yarn.
Raw materials were converted into yarn. He showed 70’s count yarn which is used to
make shirts. Yarn is 2’s count. Yarn used in market were 40’s count, 60’s count and 80’s
count. 40’s count is thick and used for pants. 80’s count is thin and used for shirts.
Horizontally and vertically yarn is used for purchasing. There are two types of yarn.
They were warp and weft. Warp has high tension and quality while the weft is side
thread. Starch is added to change thin yarn in to thick yarn. The two forms of yarn
are cylindrical form and conical form. Wrapping machine roll the big beam used by
them. Drawing giving design for each and every section. Frame is the formula for
preparing a structure for cloth. Frame’s hole changes according to thickness. Looms
are automatic. Haled wire used for frame has thickness of 1mm, 2mm and 3mm. Length
of the frame is 145 m, 165m and 155m. There are 64 weaving machine in Aryan sabare
industry. The two company manufactures were Leo Nardo Vamadex and Sulzer. The
diameter of big beam is 360 cm and the fabric is 180 inches. The diameter of small
beam is 190 cm and the fabric is 170-173 inches. The two types of seltzer were Air
Jet and Water Jet. In Air Jet air joins with fabric and in water jet water joins with
fabric. We had tea break.
Next, we formed as 3 groups to learn about process of weaving section we went
to the process of weaving section at 10.50 am. Mr.Ganesh explained about this section.
In weaving process seltzer is better than vamadex. Vamadex has many wastage.
Possibilities to stop loom are weft cut, warp cut, electrical cut and machines cut. The
specification of fabric is measure in meters. The process involved in weaving is (warp
count x weft count)→ 1 section. Example for weaving process is called warps t:EP1 x
PPI : width : view. We left weaving section at 11.45 am.
We assembled in a place. Steffy from Red team gave feedback. Later Varsha
from maroon team, Dawnlal from blue team, Jeshwini from green team and Achshah
from green team gave feedback.
We went to cotton manufacturing section at 12.10 pm. Mr. Senthil Raj briefed
about cotton manufacturing. Gloves, cap and sobha consists of sponge. Sponge is
prepared from 60 gram to 1600 gram. Mixing formula of cotton will change according
to grams. Cotton prepared were exported to other countries. Cotton is also prepared
by polyester powder. Polyester powder will form when the water bottle is grinded. It
is purchased from reliance industry. 1 kilo of polyester powder is 110 Rs. Fibre like 6
Dinear and 15 Dinear is like a hair.
We saw the manufacturing of cotton and the machine used. Mr. Senthil raj told
about it. Spread the fibre like layer above melting fibre in the machine preopener.
Coding machine seperates the fibre manually. These machine’s hole absorbs mixed

fibre and left cotton into a box. Cross Laper’s beam completely splitting the fibre
from starting to ending. Fibre forms in are a side like a layer. Oven machine former
fibre sheet and falls to next level which folds the fibre folded fibre sheets were
packaged by Gython cover. It is used for exporting.
We went to boiler section. Mr. Ganapathy gave an account on boiler. Boiler needs
3800 firewood perday used for burning. Oil tank contains hot oil. Oven absorbs heat
oil and cool it. The cooled oil return to the tank. Oil is used medium to transfer boiler
to oven. Oil is used for 6 or 7 years. Ordinary oil is used for boiling. Certified operator
for boiler compressor absorbs air from outside and leave to inside. Meera R.Kathiresh
from blue team given feedback. Continuously Ethazh Sherin Joseph and Fathima
Harshima given feedback. Jeshwini from green team given vote of thanks. We had our
lunch is Aaryan canteen at 1.15 pm.
We went to home tex section at 2.15 pm. Miss. Priya explained about home tex.
The ways to prepare fabric cloth is* buying fabric from outside * fabric was checked
by the buyer * If there is no mistake fibre was cut and stitched. *Buyer checks is
there is any mistake * Packaging was done if there is no mistake, Again checking is
done. The fabric clothes were exported to USA, China etc. If the products were
delayed the producer should give approval. A sticker is pasted where the mistake is
done. Places like Chennai and Thoothukudi were exported in Tamil Nadu. Maximum
order is above 1000 Rs. Order is like standard and agreement. For inspection people
often came.
We went to the newly installed division. Miss.Priya told new installed machine is
used for fabric checking. It works automatically. Long dress cut their requirements in
this machine. We went to Lay machine and lay table section. Miss.Vanitha showed the
bed covers, pillow spreads etc. i.
Anisha from maroon team gave feedback. Dawn from blue team, Ethazh Sherin
Joseph from red team and Mervin Kennedy from red team given feedback. Achshah
from green team given vote of thanks.
We went to needle detection before detected section Miss.Vanitha told in the
needle detection machine if there is any metal in packaging it will return. Only after
Glabiration packaging process happens.
We saw the Embroidering machin. Miss.Vanitha said if one was cut in the
Embroidering the machine wouldn’t work. Non-woven which kept inside the thread was
not removed.
We went to the sewing section. Mr. Senthil Raman gave an information about
Banian preparing. Thiruppur is famous for Banian factory. Buyer gives samples.
According to the sample Banian is prepared. Fabric inspection has four point system.
They were * 0 to 3 inches = 1 point * 3.1 to 6 inches = 2 point * 6.9 to 9 inches = 3
point * 9 above = 4 point * holes = 5 point. Methods for preparing Banian were wascal
label, main label, case instruction, trimming and checking, ironing, packaging and
prefinal. Fathima Harahima gave feedback and vote of thanks.

General meeting was conducted at 5.10 pm. Mr.Velaian instructed that don’t be
tired. He thanked Mr.Senthil Nathan who helped a lot for this programme. He invited
Er.Benzigar Rajan to gave a speech on Industrial and ecological conditions.
Er.Benzigar Rajan gave an informative talk on Industrial and Ecological
conditions. Kanyakumari district has all types of land except palai. Forest is 30% in
Kanyakumari in olden days. Now, it is decreased into 19%. Fruits are of 20 varieties.
But, Karur has only 3 varieties of fruits. He told about building industry, land, water,
buildings etc. Transportation should be improved.
Most industries needed machineries, electricity, power station, chemicals, fire
extinguisher, electronics, administrator etc. Thiruppur and Coimbatore is famous for
Dhoti, Blanket and shift. Karur is famous for making pants and shirts. Coimbatore,
Tiruppur, Erode and Karur have textile industry in Tamilnadu. Industries cause
pollution. But, in sabare industry wastages were refused. Saplings were planted around
industry. So a pleasant atmosphere got in Sabare industry.
Mr.Edwin Gladson told we should study everything by understanding. He said we
will support you.
Mr.Senthil Nathan wished all the best. If any doubt I will help you.
Mr. Velaian asked a question about raw materials. Abarna, Varsha, Fathima
Harshima and Achshab gave different answers.
Varsha, Ethazhl Sherin Joseph, Rhujan, Blessey, Fathima Harshima, Annlin Tino,
Praizen, Lekshmi, Achshah, Krishnakumar, Ashwin Niranjan and Meera R.Kathiresh
gave a clear feedback of different types of manufacturing process. We went to take
rest at 5.50 pm.
We arrived Aaryan canteen at 7.10 pm. Cultural programme began in there.
Yellow teamstaged a drama on Grandparents, Red followed with a drama on Happy
Home, Blue team did a drama on quarrelsome home, Maroon team on “relations” and
Green team on ‘our school’. Scottlin, Dawnlal, Federin Beny, Rhujan, Ashwin Niranjan
done a comic. We had our dinner.
After dinner Krishnakumar, Adhithy, Abiram and Shajin done a comedy drama.
Varsha, Steffy, Ackishah, Lekshmi and Dharshini given suggestion about the dramas.
Mr. Velaian said steffy, Krishna kumar and Sowbarnika were acted well. He told
about next day’s (19-01-2014) programme. The programme ended at 7.10pm. We went
to take rest.
DAY.2(19-01-2014; Sunday)
The members in our hall woke up before 6.10 am. We refreshed ourselves and
got ready.
The general meeting was held. Mr.Velaian told us to take care of health. Bingo,
Noodles, Pepsi were bad for health. We should eat healthy items. He said what we use
is very important. We should follow the habit of putting waste in the waste box.

We had our breakfast in the canteen. Steffy gave vote of thanks. Mr. Velaian
thanked those who helped in this programme. We left Aryan industry at 8.35 We
travelled in the bus to Panickampatty organic farming.
We arrived Panickampatty organic farming at 9.30. Mr. Balakrishnan told about
the waste material formed by decomposing waste. He showed partheenium. Its pollen
grains cause Asthma. He also showed Kupameni, Turmeric, Hibiscus Esculunthus and
Umathurai. Kupameni is used to cure cough. Turmeric’s stem itself underground.
Umathuri is used for callotrap. He told vermin compose is prepared by the help of
earth worm.
Mr. Edwin Gladson said some medicinal plants like Amman Pacharisi,
Vellaicharunnai, Manalikeerai, Poonaivananghi, poovankurungah, sreedevichengaluneer,
poovankurungar, moodankaruthan, keezhaneeli,murhampachilai, aruhampul, kalluruki,
chirukan peelai, thaivelai, halotropus, kaatuvaada, kaanavalai,manathakali, curry leaf
and goose berry. Amman pacharisi has many medical values. Vellacharuni is edible.
Poovan kurungan cures Typhoid. Moodakaruthan is used for Rasam. Keezhanelli cures
jaundice. Aruhampul is a blood purifier. Kalluruki is sweet and edible. Chirkanpelai
cures stones in our stomach. Thaivelai cures virus and it is rare species. Halotrops is
antipoisonous. Kattuvaada is a wild species. Kaanavalai is blue and white colour.
Manathakali cures stomach problems. Curry leaf is good for cancer. Goose berry has
many calcium.
Mr. Velaian told natural manure is more powerful than cow- dung. Based on the
field of organic farming in Panickampatty he said. “mokz;qf;F eLkhl;Lf;F
EdptPl;Lf;F”. He said “mfy cGtij tpl MH cGtJ ed;W”.
The common meeting began at 10.35 am. Varsha gave welcome address. Mr.
Velaian gave introductory address. He informed about the selection process and
trainings given by ‘KAP’.
Mr. Gopala Krishna gave detailed information on organic farming. He told rats
were destroying in large numbers through a story. He said Earthworms are in the soil.
He took two earthworm in a leaf. He put salt in the earthworm’s body. Earthworm was
dead because salt has urea and pottassium. Manure leads to soil erosion. Natural
pesticides like vermic compose can be used. Some of the natural pesticides were
panchakaviyam, Amritakarasi, Lemon egg solution, Meenkarisa etc. Dr. Krishna Raj
presented the young scientists of 2012-2013 book.
To form nature pesticide leaf, cow dung, vegetable waste were used for
decomposing. It is also done in bucket and sack. After sixty days it becomes moist. We
went to vermin composing section. For composing the coconut shell should be arranged
from fifteen to twenty feet. There are 3000 varieties of earthworms in the world.
There are 556 types of earthworm in our country. Eudillus Euginae , an African variet,
is best for making vermic compose. In 1992 he gave earthworms to Mr.
L.R.Ranganathan, Annamalai University of H.O.D. He sold it to many people. 1 gram of

earthworm costs Rs.100. Now he has become a rich man. The earthworms were
exported to Kerala, Maharashtra, Malaysia and Australia.
A general meeting was conducted. Mr.Gopala Krishnan gave some general
information. Earthworm has no bones. Vermical farming has more power. Natural
pesticide increase the fertility of soil. He told the ways for creating Amrithyakarasi.
The required material were cowdung of 20kg, cow- urine of 10 litre, 180 litre of water,
Jaggery of ½ kg to 1kg. we should mix these material in a bucket. With the use of
stick mix as clockwise. We should keep it per day without any disturbance. Next day
we pour this water in the irrigation water. If it is rainy season we can sprinkle. The
ways to do fish mixed solution were as in here. We need decayed fish of 1kg, Jaggery
of 1 kg. we should cut the decayed fish into pieces in a plastic container. Join Jaggery
into it. Cover the container with jute. After four day there is no smell. Filter it. He
said the methods to prepare Lemon egg solution. The things needed were 20-25
lemons, 10 eggs, ¼ kg Jaggery. Gride the lemon. Mix with Jaggery. Put the egg. Cover
the container with jute. After ten days open it. Egg changed like a rubber. Keep it for
20 days. After 20 days it will dissolve. It is used for all Crops. Asoni birds leave honey
like substances in the leaf. To taste the honey ants were coming to eat the leaf of
plant. We can grind neem’s seed and garlic. Put the powder in the plant. For preventing
the plant from Asoni like insects it’s the best way. We can plant hibicscus esudinthus,
puthina, brinjal and chilly in a salme place. It makes the insects to confuse. We should
plant marigold plant in the border of the plants planted by us. It attracts the good
insects. So, that we can prevent good insects. Organic farming scientist. Nammalvar
visited Panickampatty organic farming 10 times. Scientist Nammalvar appreciated Mr.
Gopala Krishan for the organic farming work.
Mr. Velaian introduced Dr. Ramesh, Kuzhithurai IMA. S. Krishna Raj gave young
scientists book of 2013-2014. Achshah given feedback and vote of thanks.
Dr. Ramesh told that he was excited to see nature manure preparing method.
Now-a-days fully chemical manure is using. He appreciated us. The programme ended
at 1.15 pm.
We had our lunch. After lunch a programme began at 2.05 pm. Steffy from Red
team welcomed the gathering. She explained about the selection process and training
given by ‘KAP’
Dr. Ramesh told that India will shine due to your efforts. This sentence inspired
me a lot.
Mr. Velaian thanked him. R. Krishna Raj gave a memento to him. We travelled in
the bus to see sericulture farming. We arrived sericulture farming at 3.10pm. Mr.
Ramasamy Explained about sericulture farming. Silk is not only used for clothes. It is
also used in tyres. Sprinkler is used to maintain temperature from 20oC-30oC. A/C is
not used by them. It is bad to our mother earth. The two traditional varieties were
Mapilai chamba and Navarai. Mapilai chamba is grown where monsoon is medium.
Navarai is very good for diabetic. We went to visit sericulture farming. Mr.

Balakrishnan told silkworm feed on mulberry. Before cocoon burst it put into the
boiled water. After 25 silk is formed. We left there and came to the general meeting.
Mr. Ramasamy told us to take more spinach. Spinach has more vitamins.
Navathaniyangal couldn’t decay after 75 years. BT brinjal is made by Cocodile and frog
shell. It is non vegetarian. So, we should not eat it. Lays is bad for health. Avoid
Chinese phones. Varieties of silkworm mulberry is B1, G1, G2 and G4. Length of one
cocoon is 7 to 3 kms length. China silk is not good quality. Varsha from maroon team
given feedback and vote of thanks we travelled to IMA programme.
The IMA programme began at 5.35 pm. Meera from blue team and selvi.Livee a
young scientist of 2012-2013 did compeering. Selvi.Livee invited all the dignitaries on
the dais. Dr. Hemalatha prayed the IMA prayer. Dr. Uma Maheshwari, secretary of
IMS Namakkal welcomed the gatherings.
Mr. Velaian gave introductory address. He thanked Dr. Mallika for giving space
for conducting the programme. He told forests were decreased from 35% to 19%. Soil
erosion is caused due to using pesticides. Like this all the natural resources were
destroying in Kanyakumari district. Thise programmes were conducting to create
awareness about ‘Nature’. He encouraged all of us.
Varsha from maroon team presented about activities of ‘KAP’. KAP is doing
services to create in scientists. KAP is also creating awarencess for Nurture nature.
The topic for the young scientists of 2008 is climate changes, Young scientists of
2009 is planets in space, young scientists of 2010 is water and life, young scientists of
2011 is Energy & environmental challenges, young scientists of 2012 is Food
agricultural challenges and young scientists of 2013 is nurture nature. We done poastal
presentation in Hindu viyalaya, Marthandam. Project presentation is conducted in
Scott. Christian School. The last level is model demonstration conducted in CAPE
college. We were divided into five teams. The five teams were maroon team, yellow
team, green team, red team and blue team. First team meet was conducted on LMS
boys Hr.Sec.School. Scientific Awareness camp is helded in Trinelveli district. There
we got chance to visit great young scientist of Kanyakumari district. We stayed in PSN
college. Training and management concept programme is conducted on MACET college.
We had a programme on Asaripallam Medical Hospital. Coastal programme is conducted
for Neerodi to Vattakottai sabare industry study is very helpful to study about
industries.
Steffy from red team talked about industrial and ecological conditions. Today
the wored is fact paced. The reason is Industrialization. The use of fact and most
production lead to depletion of certain resources of nature. The smoke released from
industries leads to global warming. In rubber industry more inhale the rubber sheet
and affected. Industries affected the water in our place. Toxic wastes from
industries were main cause for the pollution in water. Industries also affects land. We
conserve electricity, which will reduce the pollution created by coal burning by power
plants. Many industries can plant trees in the industries. So, protect our mother earth.

Achsha from green team gave informative talk on forests. Forest are
compliment of ecosystem for all living beings. Trees absorb Co2 and release 02 during
photosynthes. Man is mostly depending on forests. One billion people is depending in
the forest. Forest in kanyakumari district is decreased from 30% to 19% due to
deforestation. We should create strict awareness in our district. It’s our choice. So,
lets preserve the forests.
Dawn lal from blue team gave lot of information on reservoirs and resources in
kanyakumari district. In the planet earth, water is most important for our survival.
Palayar is important river which is polluted badly. Pambar vaikal is the important vaikal.
Ulakarivayar and thudaivayar rivers are conference of palayar. Therur tank, puthur
tank, subsheendran tank are the main tank. Pechiparai is one of the important
reservoir. Poygayarue dam was built on 2002. It is not much used. Mambaathurai dam
was built on 2011. It has the storage capacity of 98.9 million cubic feet. We got plenty
of water from reservoirs. It’s our duty to preserve reservoirs from pollution.
Mr. John Rabikumar gave some information. Industries were providing good job
opportunity. Air and water bodies were polluted due to industries. Agriculture is
decreasing because people ware not interested in agriculture. We are parallel using our
earth badly. Water bodies were polluted by sewages and dumping garbage in water.
Forest were destroyed due to deforestation. Soil fertility is decreased due to using
pesticides. We should prevent earth from damaging.
Ethazh sherin Joseph from Red team talked about air, we breathe. Air is
mixture of gases. Three main gases were Nitrogen of 78%, oxygen of 21% and ozone
of 1%. Plants absorbs Co2 and release O2 in the process of photosynthesis. Smoke
released from factories and industries cause air pollution. Due to air pollution lung
cancer affects us. The consequent increase in atmosphere is called global warming. We
should not destroy earth. We pledge not pollute air.
Mr. Edwin Gladson explained about forests in Kanyakumari district. He said
there are many end angered birds and plants. He told that Muthukuzhi field is
important field. He said we should not research by net. We should talk by researching.
Dr. Hemalatha, finance secretary of IMA told all of us were talking well with
good vocabulary. Thinking level is excellent. As a person we should hot pollute air. We
should not use refrigerators which cause hole in zone layer. She encouraged us.
Mallika kulandaivel, president in IMA talked something about general. We should
encourage our nation for nurturing nature. She told “tUk;Kd;nd fhg;nghk;” She
appreciated our interest in nature nature. Achshah given feed back. Mr. Krishna Raj
presented a book to Dr. Mallig Kulandaivel, Mr. Edwin Sam presented a book to Dr.
Hemalatha and Mr. Balakrishnan presented a book to Dr. Umamaheshwari. Dr.Uma
Maheshwari gave a book to Sheka for wishing her birthday.
Mr. Kulanthaivel told that we should change future perfect. He told one of the
meaningful Thirukkural
“mfu Kjy vGj;bjy;yhk; Mjp

gftd; Kjw;nw cyF”

He said we should help others. He told “Education is nt preparation of life”. He
appreciated us.
Dr. Ravichandran told that our talents inspired him a lot. We should make our
future perfect. He wished us all success.
Dr. Kulanthaivel told us the importance of communicating in English.. But, we
should give more importance to mother tongue Tamil. Steffy from Red team was
challenged togive feedback in Tamil. She did the feedback in Tamil perfectly.
Dr. Chandra said that the speech given by us has a very good vocabulary. All
were speaking English language fluently. She told us to give more importance to Tamil
than English. She told one of the thirukkurals to appreciate Tamil:
“ahkwe;j bkhHpfspnyna jkpH;bkhHp nghy;
,dpjhtJ v';Fk; fhnzhk;”
She said us as “xspgilj;j fz;zpdha; th th. She concluded her talk by
“,J xU bghd;khiy bghGJ
,J KAP apdhy; xU bghd;khiy bghGJ”
Mr. Johnson gave of vote of thanks. The programme ended at 8.10pm. we had our
dinner.
Conclusion :
It is one of the most interesting programmes I have ever attended. I gathered
a lot of information on production of weaving, yarn, process of weaving, cotton
manufacturing, boiler and home tex. In organic farming I am able to learn about the
ways to make natural manure. I also learnt about sericulture. The advises given by
IMA programme and Rotary programme by great personalities were thought-provoking.
This is one of the great opportunities given to learn many new things. So, I thank
Mr.Velain, the organizer of KAP for giving this opportunity. Next, I express my
sincere thanks to all the resource persons. I express my deep felt thanks to all the
co-ordinators and guide teachers for their sincere guidance.
Thank you

6.Amarthiya Nishalini
Blue Team
17-1-2014 [ Friday ]
At 5.00 P.M I arrived the Rotary club, Nagercoil . The programme was started by 5.15
P.M . Varsha of Maroon team gave welcome speech .We had a Rotarian Prayer by
Mr.Edwin Jose . Mr.Vishnu Ram gave a speech . Varsha told about KAP activities . Velaian
sir gave a introductory address .Mr .Rajan gave a speech.
Steffy of Maroon team said about Industrial and Ecological Conditions . She said because of
that Industrial smoke diseases will come, etc . Rujan of Yellow team said about Life Style

of Costal people . He said that now a days
fisher man can’t get fish they are suffering
, etc . Jeshwini said about pollution of river Pazhayar . River Pazhayar is the important
river . But now river is polluting and water hyacinth is more . Anisha said about Esturies in
K.K.Dist . Anlein Tino said about tPl;L kidfs; MFk; new;fsQ;rpaq;fs;.
Meera said about Nammalvar(ek;kho;thH) study . Josika said about condition of
Biodiversity . Mrs. Jesthita gave a felicitation . She said ‘’we are really scientists , our
report is marvellous , we are working with real enthusiasm . She Blessed us’’ .Leshmi
speak about conservation of costal resources . Ancy Jebiba speak about multiple uses of
palm trees Aswin Neranjan speak about conservation of soil .
Dr .James Willson gave a felicitation .He welcome every one He appreciate the Rotary
club . He said about our reports , reports are good and wishes all the best . Eithal sherin
Joseph speak about air . Velaian sir gave a speech .Vote of thanks by Blessy .We had a
dinner . At 7.10 P.M we started to go to Karur.
18-1-2014 [ Saturday]
Morning 3.30 A.M we arrived Sabari Industry . At 8.10 A.M we finished the
break fast and we assembled out side of the canteen . Mr. Velain sir introduced Dr.
Krishna Raj , ISRO Medical officer . Brizan of Maroon team gave the welcome address .
Bibisha of Red team said about Wild life in K.K.Dist. Jeniba said about Fiwe;J tUk;
fhy; eil tsHg;G
Krishna Veni of Blue team said about Kitchen garden . Scottlin of Maroon team said about
ghJfhf;fgl Ntz;ba rJg;G epyq;fs;.
Blessy of Maroon team said about fy;Fthup MFk; fd;dpahFkup khtl;lk;.
Varsha the leader of Maroon team said about Security goods in K.K.Dist .Nithiya of Red
team said about Kodayar and Neerpasanam .Shalu of Red team said about J}a;ikahf;fg;gl
Ntz;ba v.tp.vk; fhy;tha;.
Jeya Varshini of Red team said about Entaker birds .Varsha said about Fkup Rw;Wyh
jlfsk;.
Bowshika said about jhJ kzy; epwe;j fd;dpahFkup khtl;lk;.
Dharshini of Blue team said about ePiu Nghw;WNthk;.
Dawnlilal of Blue team said about Reservoir and water resources in K.K.Dist . Jini of
Blue team said about filg;gpbf;f Ntz;ba flNyhu J}a;ik.
I said about mope;J tUk; tptrhak;
Nishika said about Disaster Mangement . Livi sister gave suggestion . Steffy told commands
.Aksha told commands. Feed back by Jeshwini and fathima shahana. Suggestion by ,
Miss. Mary Juliet mam, Dr. Krishna raj sir, Dr.john rabi kumar sir , Mr. Benzigar rajan sir,
Mr. Edwin sam sir .
At 9.30am we went to the Loom section . Mr.Senthil Nadan sir, Mr.Ganesh sir and Parathi
mam guided us. In there we learned about Production of weaving . Only Out put materials
are there . Yarn measure kgs . Horizontal and vertical . 74 counts are there . Warp and Weft
are the two types of yarn . One is down beam another is side beam . Weaving is
interlazise of yarn for making Fabrics. We saw frame droppes . They are using Autolom
method . Machines = RPM . Two types of weaving are Wamatex and Sulizer .
Wamatex=360 cm, 190cm and it is weft. Sulizer =360cm ,220cm and it is warp. Winding machine
also available . Sulizer is to another side projectile . Next we had a tea break .After that we
saw the weaving process .He said Fabric =Specific metre . 6 lakhs minimum job work in one
month .
PPI = Pix per inch is weft .
EPI = Ends per inch is warp .
Warp * Weft : EPI*PPI

: Width of the Fabric
20.5*20.15
: 42 * 39 .
Feed back by = Steffy ,Varsha , Dawnlilal ,Acksha .Steffy gave vote of thanks .11.55
a.m we went to see the cotton manufacture . Mr. Senthil Raj sir guided us . He gave a
speech . Cotton is a basic fibre .They will do cotton in caps , bedsheet , sofa, etc . Fibre is
also used .GSM =Gram per square metre .They will put the heat also . Walter Poptole use
and they will make fibre . Ratio will change . 1kg = 110.90 % = 10 % melting fibre . Mixer
area we saw . Holes , level maintain and it will take the fibre automatically . Next we went
to carting section . Beam means rolling wires . Ciose wise they will Rotate . When they are
pass through beams they form a layer . Winding area = 180.9 . Vaco machine it will be take
the air . 24 hours continuous running again 24 hours rest .The machine is 6 to 7 years old .
Feed back by ,Meera , Eithal Jeshwini gave the vote of thanks .Then we had lunch .
At 2.10 P.M we met Priya mam , inventory incharge , she guided us . she said that
, with the customer order only they will do every thing . First they will by the cloth ,
then they will check . After that they will stich , then they will check . If there is
any mistake again they will stitch . After that Packing . After Packing also one or
two times they will check . They will sent through harbour ,aero plane , etc .
Chennai, Cochin , Tuticorn . Every machine is automatic machine . Feed back by , Anisha
,Aksha , Ferdin Benny , Eithal , Steffy , Nivetha , Bibin . Aksha gave the vote of thanks .
Next we saw machine . That machine find the metal . If the metal is inside the cloth
it will find and it will stop . Vanitha mam told this and she did also .
Next Baniyan cloth . They showed the development samples . Inches 02 .3 – 1 etc.
Holes 5 points ,stains are different formulas .
Cutting :
8 hours before they will do cutting fabric relaziation . They will check the
size of the cloth ,quality , colour . If mistake is there also we can easily find etc .
At 4. 00 P.M every one formed in a room . Mr.Velaian sir gave a speech .Next
Mr .Benzigar Rajan sir gave a speech . He said Karur had no Forest . Paei(gha;) is
famous in Karur .
Engeering :
(1) Civil Engeering - water , land , transport ,buildings .
(2) Electric Engeering - electricity .
(3) Textile Engeering - textile .
(4) Safety Engeering - fire and exit , etc.
Mr.Edwin glad son sir gave suggestion. That days programme , feedback by Varsha , Eithal
, Rujan , Blessy , Acksha , Fathima shahana , Brizan , Leshmi etc . Then we had a tea break
. After that , sir told that 7.00.P.M. we want to assemble . At 7.00.P.M. we all formed in a
canteen . Each team did the drama . Next we had dinner . After that prayer . Thus that
day’s programme was finished .
19-1-2014 ( Sunday )
We get up at 6.15 A.M. and we get ready for that day’s programme . In 7.00 A.M we
assemble in a place in that industry . Mr.Velaian sir gave a speech . He said that we are not
eating food properly . So he said a story of Dr.Krishna Raj sir . His father is M.L.A . He is a
rich person . But now he is eating the same food with us . So he said
*We want to maintain our health .
*We want to get up early in the morning .
*We want to eat food properly .
*We want to first in everything . etc .
We went to canteen in 7.00 A.M .After we eat , Steffy gave a vote of thanks
who prepare for us lunch . Mr.Velaian said now we are going to Panikam patti(gzpf;fk;

ngl;b) in Kullithalai(Fopj;jiy) for knowing about Organic forming . When we are going
in the bus on the way , I saw trees are not having water and they are not growing well ,
one river is without water , cement factory , paddy fields , from the dam one channel is
running , etc . At 9.45 A.M we arrived at organic forming . The plants present there aIso I
saw Manjal plant(kQ;rs; nrb) , Lady’s finger , Hibicus Esulanthus , Nature manure etc . Mr.
Bala Krishnan sir said about how they will make Nature manure . First they will put the
plants leaf , sticks etc and close it , then they close the Nature manure . Mr.Edwin glad son sir
told about the Medicinal plants were present there . There are ,
*Tumeric – under ground stem .
*Thumbai .
*Aaman Pacha Aarisi – power ful .
*nts;is rhuiz
->edible
*kzyp fPiu
*Kuppai Meni.
*g+thd; FWe;ij
*rPNjtp nrq;fOePH
*Keezhanelli –Jaundice .
*Ckj;ij ->Posinous.
*KUfk; gr;r ,iy ->cures wounds.
*mUfk;Gy; ->Blood purifier
*fy; cUf;fp
*fdh thio ->edible
*$l;Lj;jf;fhsp ->Alcure
*Curry leaves – Calcium , Cancer won’t come .
*Goose berry - leaves we can eat , when we keep inside the pillow this leaves lies won’t
come .
Velaian sir told
mfy cOtij tpl Mo cOjy; ed;W
mb kz;Zf;F
eL khl;Lf;F
Ezp tPl;Lf;F
Curry leaves - vitamin A .Next I saw irrigation well , Peacock harvested land , Ploughing
etc .Varsha gave an introductory address . She welcomed Mr.Gopala Krishnan the owner of
the Organic forming . Velaian sir gave a speech . He gave an introductory address . He said
the selection process . Mr.Gopala Krishnan gave a speech . He did n’t study well . His parents
also did this work . He asked questions . Because of that questions I understood that all the
organisms are useful to us . He told about rat , owl , snake .
When we are living two rat in a room it become 70,000 rat with in 1
year . Now a days we are beating the snake , government will give punishment . He showed
one . When he is putting the salt up on the Earth worm it was died . Because salt has
Urea , Potassium etc . Panga Kaviyam ,Aamirtha Karisal , Lemon egg Karisu , Fish Karisu
,Gz;zhf;F
Good medicine for plants .
Earth worm will eat hair . Main food , wastes . Mostly it won’t eat plastics ,Chemical , stone ,
glass
, for
making
the
manure , leaf ,cow manure
,fUk;G
Nrhf;if
, vs;S,Black gram waste . Earth worm will eat this manure .
Next he said a small story . He said that they will put Kathambai(fjk;ig)
,put up of that decompose material . There are three Earth worm . They are Top level ,
Middle level , Bottom level . He went to Malaysia(malasiya) and told to that people’s
many things .

Next he said about

Amirtha Karazil , Fish Karisu , Lemon Egg Karisu . He gave

his address .
He said about insects which is sitting in the leaves . He told that take 10 Neem
seeds , leaves , 10 Garlic and mix it . After 3 days take and put in the leaves in insects
won’t come . Other wise ,we have to collapse and plant the plants also it won ‘t attack . Next
Velaian sir introduced Dr .Ramesh . Mr.Ramesh horned KAP . Aksha gave a feed back and
vote of thanks .
At 4.50 P.M we reach Nala Hotel in Namakkal. Livi sister and Meera gave the comparing.
I MA’s were present . Dr.Hema Latha, Finance secretary, Indian Medical Association, Namakkal,
gave on IMA prayer.
Next Dr.Uma Maheswari, Secretary, Indian Medical Association gave an welcome address.
She welcome everyone and said that doctors were very busy but now she is with us, she will learn
many things from us.We students will open the elders eyes.
Mullanchery Mr.M.Velaian, the organiser of KAP gave an introductory address. He said
about the introduction of him and namakkal IMA. He also told that now a days kanyakumari sea is
became bad, said about co-ordinators. When they are growing they will became doctors or engineers
and said the three doctors are uj;jpdq;fs;.
Varsha said about the KAP activities selection process and after the selection process. Steffy
said about Industrial and Ecological conditions. Because of Industries air pollution, water pollution
are there. They cause idiseases like cancer, asthuma etc. AKsha told about forest in K.K.Dist.Man is
mostly depending on forests. 21000 species plants are there 21% Janua, 81% Jora. Rubber
cultivation reduced the forest. We have to love forest.Next Dawnlilal said about reservoirs and
water resource in K.K.Dist. He said the main rivers. There one is Pazhayar river, is polluted.
Petchiparai dam, 3 tribes are running.
Perichani dam, 2,19 million, 77 filled of water. chittar 1 dam locating in chittar river. Year
1964-1970, 33 million, filled -18 of water. Chittar 2 dam locating in chittar river, year 1964-1970, 33
million, filled-18 of water. At last but not least he said save water and save our future generation.
Next John Rabi kumar is gave a speech about agriculture in K.K. Dist. Industries only
sources of growing population. 60 or 80 viewed by young sisters. They captured ponds, agriculture
etc. Farmers losing occupation. At last he said save our earth and save nature. Eithal sherin Joseph
said about Air. Air is important for our life. Mixture of gases in the air is nitrogen 78%, Oxygen
2.1%, Argon 1%. Before 6,000 years our Ansters has good air and no disease. Now somuch disease
because of factories. Increase of global warming land is destroyed.
Mr.Edwin Gladson gave a speech about present in k.k dist. He visited forest. That time he
saw many birds, animals etc. g+thq;FUj;J fish is a medicinal value. Elephants many is there.
Awareness is very important.
Dr.Hemalatha gave a speech. She said our specking viability is very good. She also lived near
a factory. She also told we are the main thing polluting nature like using bicks etc. We want to avoid.
Next Dr.Malika kulandai vel gave a speech, He welcomed everyone. She said that this function is
different. Because of us India will became vallasuru. She appreciated us. Aksha gave a feed back in
English. Dr.Kulandivel gave a felicitation. He said our students are learning well and said about
ponds are destroying. We have to do good thing and he blessed us.
Dr.Ravi Chandran gave felicitation. Steffy gave feedback in tamil. Mr.Johnson sir gave vote
of thanks,then we had dinner in their. Thus that days programme was finished.

